
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Then he _____________________ back.1. (would/turn)would have to turn

_______________________________ with it?2. (what/you/can/compare/?)What can you have to compare

Rosemary was a quick worker and a neat one, when she
______________________ ice, and she soon had a shiny white enamel pail
half filled with delicious cold lemonade.

3.

(past/not/chop)
didn't have to chop

Now I ______________________ another certificate.4. (shall/write)shall have to write

You are no more exposed than when awake, and you
___________________ the thinking.
5.

(not/do)don't have to do

I _______________________ that; I can see it; you have wanted me to
see it.
6.

(not/doubt)
do not have to doubt

But I ____________________ nothing.7. (shall/say)shall have to say

She won't go because she _______________ you.8. (leave)has to leave

Forever it ______________________ between them.9. (would/stand)would have to stand

So you see, one way or the other, a fellow who wanted to get together a
band up to any mischief __________________ far for men.
10.

(past/not/look)had not to look

The Court _______________________ the value of the services
rendered, but to determine what is necessary to meet normal and relative
needs.

11.

(not/determine)

has not to determine

I ______________________ to love my children.12. (not/learn)don't have to learn

If goods are not all right, you _____________________ them.13. (not/keep)don't have to keep

They ____________________ out temperaments slowly and laboriously.14.
(not/spell)

have not to spell
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So, you see, we _____________________ any of them that has stood by
us, so long as Sloan is ready to take his gamble and the hundred thousand
lasts.

15.

(not/lose)

don't have to lose

And that is all you ______________?16. (say)have to say

That's what we _______________ over.17. (talk)have to talk

They _______________________ long for darkness.18. (past/not/wait)did not have to wait

But, then, he _______________________ excuses to snatch a little of his
best girl's society, as I, Tom, Dick, and Harry do.
19.

(not/make)
doesn't have to make

After all the Lockwood twins __________________________ the canoe
contest.
20.

(past/not/give up)
did not have to give up
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